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NEW PRODUCT RELEASE:

Go Spark Advanced CDI
Introducing the FiTech Go Spark Advanced CDI, PN 91001. This cutting-edge product is designed to take
your engine's performance to the next level, offering powerful spark energy and unparalleled control over
your ignition system.

Key Features:
Adjustable Spark Energy Output: The Go-Spark Advanced CDI gives you the flexibility to fine-tune
your spark energy output. Whether you're cruising the streets or tearing up the strip, you can choose
between 275mJ for everyday driving or a staggering 585mJ for those heart-pounding moments when
you need maximum power.

1.

Rev Limiter Settings: Our CDI module offers customizable rev limiter settings to suit your specific
needs. With options for Burnout, Launch, and Max Engine Over-Rev Protection, you can ensure your
engine operates at its peak performance while maintaining safety.

2.

Adjustable Start Retard: Cranking your engine has never been easier. The adjustable Start Retard
feature allows for smooth and effortless engine startup, reducing the load on your starter and
prolonging its lifespan.

3.

Single Nitrous/Step Retard Input: For those who seek the thrill of Nitrous Oxide system use, our CDI
module provides a single Nitrous/Step Retard input, ensuring safe and reliable performance
enhancements when you need them most.

4.

Precise Timing Control: The Go-Spark Advanced CDI is digitally controlled, providing you with
precise timing control. Achieve the perfect ignition timing for your engine, optimizing power and
efficiency.

5.

Live RPM and Battery Voltage Display: Stay informed with the built-in LED display that shows live
RPM or battery voltage. Adjustments are a breeze thanks to user-friendly buttons, putting you in
complete control of your ignition system.

6.

We know the FiTech Go Spark Advanced CDI, PN 91001, is a game-changer for automotive enthusiasts,
racers, and anyone who demands exceptional performance from their vehicle. With its advanced features
and customizable settings, this CDI module empowers you to unleash the full potential of your engine.
 

For more information, contact our dedicated team at
sales@fitechefi.com (951)340-2624. 

Thank you for your continued trust in FiTech Fuel Injection. We
look forward to providing you with the ultimate ignition solution
through the FiTech Go Spark Advanced CDI, PN 91001. Elevate
your driving experience and take control of your engine's
performance today!


